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Atkinson

Highest Honors
Sarah R Casey
Preston M Collette
Brendan P Frezza
Robert W Horgan
Hannah S Magliocchetti
Katherine P McGowan
Delaney L Ripley
Olivia A Smith
Emily J Tomasi
Timothy A Trasatti

High Honors
Trevor P Baggett
Julia M Huberdeau
Tess A Priest
Gianna M Rousseau
Daniel R Wydola

Honors
Baylee E Mlocek
Andrew M Trasatti

Auburn

Highest Honors
David R Belanger
Madison R Bouchard Liporto
Cole R Bouchard-Liporto
Maison P D'Amelio
Eve M Hodgdon
Virginia J Mercier
Liam Robinson
Frankie Shinost

High Honors
Colin B Algozzine
Ciara L April
Christopher D Brunet
Victoria H Pinardi
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Auburn

High Honors
Brock E Therrien
Theodore D Wesche

Honors
William F Brunet
Olivia R Guy
Ashlynn K Leclair
Sierra J Miller
Christopher E Mottola
Hunter L Normand
Zachary L Plaza
Colby R Ryan

Brentwood

Highest Honors
Allison E Childs
Maria Eduarda Dos Santos Koch
Marguerite R Kennish
Anthony Lotane
Quinn N Mantegari
Emma E McDonough
Colby A Sherwin
Tyler E Silverwood
James E Sullivan
Violet E Sullivan

High Honors
Jason T Edmiston
Olivia A Filomeno
Maxim A Gauthier
Heather M Heim
Steven M Kysor
Dessa E Myers
Christian J Voteur

Honors
Joseph D Doucet
Charles H Labrecque
Lauren S McNamara
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Brentwood
Honors
  Jack E Meade

Candia

Highest Honors
  Brendon R Bussiere
  Katherine M Dennehy
  Autumn K Houle
  Callie E Mackey

High Honors
  Molly R Houle
  Faith I Huard
  Sophie MacDonald

Honors
  Keleigh A Firmes
  Erin R Goddard
  Taylor M Ribeiro
  Anne R Small

Chester

Highest Honors
  Catherine T Casey
  Caelan J Dunwoody
  Rhiannon K Emerson
  Margaret S Krein
  Sarah G Krein
  Katherine E Stariknok

High Honors
  Ellie P Cashman
  Sarah E Costello
  Travis S Grimm
  Emily E Krueger
  Mattisyn L Macro
  Diane M Polewarczyk
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Chester

Honors
Cole P Fournier
Brayden P LaDue
Kyra P LaDue
Sofia T Riccio
Karalyn R Wright

Danville

Highest Honors
Trevor R Guilmette
Sarah J Hills
Cameron M Magner
Connor S Schott
Hannah G Sorensen
Luke P Taylor

High Honors
Arianna M Coletti
Arin Henderson
Lauren T Mezquita
Katelyn A Ryan
Matthew T Wilson

Honors
Nathan P Alexander
Abigail M Mezquita
Cameron T Sweet

Deerfield

Highest Honors
Tejun M Celestin
Chloe C Gross
Brayden F Kearns
Samantha E Lemay
Forest M MacKenzie

High Honors
Serena P Britos
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Deerfield

High Honors
Ryan Ciesluk
Theodora A Schirl
Madison E Thorne
Bailey R Travers
Sophia C Velasquez

Honors
Aidan D Boucher
Michael J Cafasso

Derry

Highest Honors
Cameron M Barbone
Jeffrey L Campbell
Benjamin E Carlson
Jacob C Carlson
Ashley A Cierri
Rachel R Courter
Drew D Crowley
Anna M Davis
Olivia M Deem
Angelynne M Eaton
Lindsay M Farland
Brendan J Fitzgerald
Shea C Flanders
James P Gautreau
Sophia Giancola
Derek J Goulet
Adison M Hicks
Victoria S Hodosi
Suzanne Jalbert Jones
Arielle A Kotulak
Camden R Lynch
Jeffrey S Marquis
Allison M Menick
Matthew J Miloro
Emily R Persson
Mya L Sanders
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Derry

Highest Honors

Janet A Trottman
Jordan S White

High Honors

Ian B Anderson
Brendon O Banks
Julia P Caselden
Jessica L Cote
Christian A DiPersio
Keara A Doolan
Benjamin E Garvin
Taylor N Harper
Bryce P Hegstrom
Briella Hirsch
Elijah H Johnson
Eric R Kennedy
Patricia C Laws
Madison E Mensinger
Jonathan E Merheb
Nicholas A Plante
Jeffrey M Velez
Kaylee B Wilbur
Noel A Wilder

Honors

Justin C Berube
Jordan E Bussiere
Joanna E Courter
Emily E Danforth
Sian M Davis
Jacob S D’Onofrio
Jillian M Faragi
Shannon P Flanders
Calli R Gutierrez
Kevin O Guzman Velez
Henry R Hood
Brooke E Kane
Daniel Y Kirichok
Abraham J Laplante
Jack R Potvin
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Derry
Honors
Lourdes D Reyes Pineda
Jacob P Small
Anthony D Taglilatela
Aidan J Walsh

East Kingston

High Honors
Alexandra E Childs
Jake M Jacques
Kyle White

E Hampstead

Highest Honors
Benjamin T Bernier

Epping

Highest Honors
Evelyn L Carleton
Nicholas P Greubel
Destiny S McKay

High Honors
Muriel C Bennett
Emma R Coolidge
Joshua H Coolidge
Madison B Demars
Gracia R Jordan
Aidan R Lutz
Rebecca E Milbury
Hayley G Pelletier
Nathan D Seeley
Steven J Thompson

Honors
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Epping

Honors
- Erin J Killen
- Keyghan F Lewis
- Katie L Pelletier
- Matthew D Prairie

Exeter

Highest Honors
- Nathaniel F Bernich
- Lorna M Bostwick-Pope
- Alex W Carbone
- Nadia Conlin
- Ethan E Costa
- Alyssa H Currier
- Ryan E Foley
- Clarissa R Gowing
- Emma M Hancock
- Isabella I Hanson
- Benjamin C Hodsdon
- Anna G Jarrett
- Aidan G MacRitchie
- Ryan J Murphy
- Sarah A Nicholls
- Jason Phillips
- Elizabeth R Sawyer
- Emma M Stahl
- Greta P Swartz
- Anthony W Theos
- Eli P Webber
- Ariana C White

High Honors
- Brianna N Brown
- Valerie M Damsell
- Sophia M DiFabio
- Lauren E Hauschild
- Teagan N Healy
- Hanna C Hudson
- Garrett M King
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Exeter

High Honors
  Julienne V Larue
  Reilly T Mantell
  Madeleine A Mazur
  Evan J Murray
  Christopher C Natola
  Taylor E Nydam
  Tyler J Pearce
  Alexandra Quimby
  Cameron L Vose
  Brian W Weston

Honors
  Abigail M Battles
  Ellen R Blackwell
  Bridget M Danielson
  William P Gaughan
  Taylor A Italia
  Miles V Libby
  Charlotte E Martel
  Jacob P Martin
  Kumiko C McLaren
  Allison E Nee
  Noah D Stevens
  Kathleen M Terwilliger
  Kevin J Terwilliger
  Vikram Varma
  Andrew J Wasylyna

Fremont

Highest Honors
  Timothy L Bonagura
  Meagan E Gaffney

High Honors
  Emma C Donigian
  Shania L Robinson
  Sophie Rowell
  Olivia M Williams
NH-Rockingham County

Fremont

Honors

- Breanna L Gates
- Jacqueline P Genthner
- Timothy W Gibb
- Kaylen E LaChapelle
- Amanda E Wentworth

Greenland

Highest Honors

- Jill Durkin
- Timothy R Durkin
- Marisa Frizzle
- Harrison L Geissler
- Casey C Gladu
- Maura I Linnehan
- Aidan J Lynch
- Eva Pellerin
- Ashley K Remick
- Kagen C Robertson
- Ian E Stromski

High Honors

- Ainsley R Blanchette
- William P Conner
- Madeline L Dubosque
- Crowley J Gentile
- Emily S Lynch

Honors

- Lauren R Dube
- Colby M Griffin
- Ned F Kayarian
- Abigail R Shilman
- Audrey C Walsh

Hampstead

Highest Honors
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Hampstead

Highest Honors

Carys C Dennehy
James M Flynn
Madison A Henry
Kathleen C Skafas

High Honors

Jocelyn Dennis
Christiana M DiMicelli
Kiyoshi T Dustin
Kiernan L Johnston
Ian G Lindberg
Thomas A Meagher

Honors

Cason J Giordano
Sarah C Gorton
Robert P Morin
Elisabeth G Robles
Emily A Wentworth
Ian S Woodman

Hampton

Highest Honors

Melissa M Brown
Bryana R Clark
Conor J Considine
Ashley T Gallant
Amanda L Heintzelman
Bethany H Kimball
Camden J Leno
Daniel C Mattson
Tyler J McMullen
Sydney Murray
Thomas P Nadeau
Paige C O'Neil
Madeline G Pender
Hannah A Pratt
Devan P Sack
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Hampton

Highest Honors

Adam R Smolag
Tanner J Valhouli
Brady M Wall

High Honors

Morgan R Atwell
Finn M Caron
Abigail M Cross
Victoria E Cruz
Chase G Eagleson
Taylor W Foley
Colin J Garneau
Samuel H Graff
Jessica D Husebye
Christopher P Keohane
Christian J Lamers
Joseph K LaRosa
Amanda Marsden
August H Murray
Bryce M Parker
Courtney P Pierce
Benjamin E Pollock
Liam P Ross
Eben J Tobler
Ciara E Wall
Riley E Wall

Honors

Addison J Andronaco
Jayda A Aviles
Elizabeth A Brown
Emma O Connor
Patrick J Cotter
Lindsey M Dumond
Devin T Eaton
Ella L Haley
Ethan F Hardardt
Emeri G Jacobs
Clara A Kohl
Olivia McCabe
NH-Rockingham County

Hampton

Honors
Shelby M Nicholson
Carys B O’Neil
Isabella Rosa
Samantha Strother
Sarah S Walsh

Hampton Falls

Highest Honors
Joshua L Hemond
Kaitlin E Lennox
Joel A Pontbriand

High Honors
Jacob Golas
Connor J Nowak

Honors
Ethan Jones
Timothy R Sicard
Cameron M Strukel

Kensington

Highest Honors
Ryan L Bonitatibus
Eleanor Johnston
Michael J Lawson
Sawyer Rogers

High Honors
Talya Camacho
Luke J Chisholm
Max A Chisholm
Shane A MacLaughlin
Nicole A Vareski
Emily I York

Honors
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Kensington

Honors
Carissa E Towison

Kingston

Highest Honors
Luke A Botticelli
Sarah Cook
Mathilda Derek

High Honors
Michaela K Edwards
Matthew J Kimball
Michelle M LeGault
Edward C McLellan
Emily L McLellan
Jonathan T Ranger
Katarina A Stasinos
Megan E Welch

Honors
Elinor P Cotter
Meghan A Hamel
Madison Houghton

Londonderry

Highest Honors
Karla Almanzar Sandoval
Saba B Awan
Jaxon Q Boudreau
Abigail C Breau
Samantha M Bristol
Andrew Browne
Evelyn G Brunette
Tanatporn J Byers
Madison T Curtis
Anna R Drabik
Ian F Dudgeon
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Londonderry

Highest Honors

Meghan G Evangelista
Lauren E Ferraro
Laurel E Goding
Trevor G Goding
Halle O Hamilton
Kelsey M Herold
Kathryn M Hughes
Andrea M Johnston
Ceara M Kelly
Christopher M Kilgore
Donald C Kornse
Madison T Laudani
Caitlin E Montgomery
Amy S Overhulser
Sara K Overhulser
Carina Pento
Caroline E Russell
Maya E Rutina
Cassandra A Stuart
Adam J Vogler

High Honors

Jacob R Bolduc
Luke Cava
Britney L Clark
Connor Dawson
Jillian R Doris
Andrea Escobar
Michael A Evers
Chloe E Ferraro
Joshua A Goes
Leonard M Gratton
Skylar I Hamilton
Katherine G Harpster
Rhea Q Hernandez
Jaia C Jackson
Benjamin J Johnston
Kaylie E Longua
Shane R MacEachern
Jake A MacInnis
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Londonderry

High Honors
Megan A Maher
Noor Z Malik
Alex-Ruben E Quitongan
James Rooney
Jonathan M Rooney
Catherine M Soucy
Luke P St. Cyr
Joshua C Thibault
Vituu D Touch
James V Vidal Cardona
Logan L Wertz
Adam D Wilkinson
Michael Ziv

Honors
Alesandra D Bernardini
Ryan M Brown
Sage A Dieffenbach
Makenzie R Gagne
John O Kramer
Alexandra E Seeley
Evan D Vogler

New Castle

Highest Honors
Jordan A Durkee
Nicholas N Fuller
Nathan T Raffa

High Honors
Elizabeth D Lockhart
Virginia G Prevost

Honors
Paul A Holloway

Newfields
NH-Rockingham County

Newfields

Highest Honors
- Alexander E Belanger
- Ella G Campfield
- Delaney H Hayward
- Allison R Page

High Honors
- Bryan J Hayward

Honors
- Andrew G Silsby

Newington

Highest Honors
- Josephine M Philbrick

Newmarket

Highest Honors
- Kaitlyn A Antonides
- Collin Blake
- Amanda R Cohen
- Matthew C Corso
- Sarah D Elric
- Brianna R Filion
- Sydney E Gendreau
- Elias H Longa
- Polly J Lorien
- Lindy J McKee
- Bryan F McKenney
- Caitlin M Temple
- Amanda L Zubricki

High Honors
- Spencer C Blake
- Margaret C Hayes
- Emily R Komerska
- Stephen R McKenney
- Tommi R Thavisouk
NH-Rockingham County

Newmarket

High Honors

Autumn R Thon
Sarah E Waleryszak

Honors

Kelly A Casey
Andy Yang

Newton

Highest Honors

Raina H Burke
Diana E Gibson
Jenna E Gluck

High Honors

Siera E Carey
Alexander M George

Honors

Samantha R Keeley
John P Putnam

North Hampton

Highest Honors

Cecilia Bihari
Silas McIntire
Benjamin L Merrill
Dasha T Piotrowski
John W Rooney
Hannah E Sheets

High Honors

Liam T Belluche
Katharina R Brandt
Zachary R Klidaras
AvaPerfilio
Dana H Sher
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North Hampton
Honors
   Honors
      Aisling  Bihari
      Nicole M Butkus

Northwood
Highest Honors
   Taylor A Bettencourt
   Addison N Cox
   Ian B Gollihur
   Emily C Lentz
   Megan C Wimsatt
High Honors
   Lauren M Rose
   Derek R Santiago
   Emma S Tobbe
Honors
   Jennifer L Bettencourt
   Connor  George
   Elizabeth A Libbey
   Jonathan W Moehlmann

Nottingham
Highest Honors
   Seamus D Baker
   Sandra J Black
   Eleanor J Braun
   Seth  Chartier
   Corinne E Fernald
   Marissa L Gast
   Nicholas M Pitkin
   Jessica B Walsh
High Honors
   Mason  Bois
   Nathan  Buell
   Ruby G Carr
NH-Rockingham County

Nottingham

High Honors
- Emma R Colen
- Derek O Elwell
- Collin W Gier
- Thor K Grotenhuis
- Hayleigh J McNeil
- Hannah J Munck
- Sophia G Salter
- Brook A Soucy

Honors
- Anthony J Comte
- Kaile E Krenzer
- Alexis E Longey
- Cole L Smith

Plaistow

Highest Honors
- Bridget P Buckley
- Katherine Knutsen
- Zachary R MacHemer
- Nicholas P Patti
- Malina D Popa

High Honors
- Abigail E Ferullo
- Annalee M Lombard
- Marianna E Miller
- Jake F Morrier
- Matthew J Perry
- Spencer J Rooney
- Ryan Tremblay
- Paul Y Trumper
- Julia C Tully

Honors
- Colin R Scully
- Cassidy Wentworth
- Maggie R Williams
NH-Rockingham County

Plaistow

Portsmouth

Highest Honors

Peyton E Alie
Hannah F Allen
Ella R Caughran
Julianne Edwards
Lindsey E Fales
Tracy A Fister
Chantalle Gagnon
Mrinal Ganash
William J Gaudreau
Samuel D Heard
Grace Jackson
Amy Lam
Emma G Levin
Ethan C Lynch
Rachel V Marti
Sarah G Morin
Alec J Norland
Molly A Perkins
Robert A Ricci
Suzanne E Scharff
Luke R Scherr
Virginia J Schoff
Maiah R Seul
Jennifer Sidhwa
Colleen H Spear
Reignie J St. Pierre
Ryan P Tobin
Rhianwen B Watkins
Emily B Zaleski

High Honors

Sara L Allen
Emma J Ayotte
Leah E Bauer
Anna R Bergeron
Trevor C Chapman
Jobin Chavez
Robert W DeVito
Noah S Diep
NH-Rockingham County
Portsmouth
High Honors
  Payson M Dunn
  Nicholas D Durling
  Ruby N Fregeau
  Ava S Karlin
  John F Moriarty
  Benjamin T Nadeau
  Sarah L Nadeau
  Jacob L Parrish
  Gemma S Pohl
  Aidan C Rolfe
  Jonah R Rook
  Jordan G Shefferman
  Serena L Sheriff
  Maxim S Sirmaian
  Caledonia R Smith
Honors
  Bridget A Costello
  Jon A Dickinson
  Austin S Edwards
  Luis D Schladenhauffen
  Austin C Snow
  Nicolas V Spezzano
  Grace P Walker
  Brittany M Wood

Raymond

Highest Honors
  Jessica C Bart
  Samuel L Comeau
  Brynna K Hone
  Trevor L Massey
  Wesley D Newsam
  Joseph Prescott
  Ashlee Savage
  Naomi Schneider

High Honors
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Raymond

High Honors
Carly J Cole
Chase T Cote
Matthew S Finneran
Kathryn E LaCasse
Jessica M Mahoney
Christina M Perez
William L Ralston

Honors
Aileen L Auclair
James W Cheever
Martyna R Marini
Alexandra Prescott
Kiana Sherman

Rye

Highest Honors
Izaiah P Barba
Sarah A Bell
Timm Kutzer
Jillian E Locandro
Kegan D Messmer
Lance M Rizkalla

High Honors
Sarah Grace I Barba
Gavin F Blonda
Olivia R Cray
Phoebe M Luneau
Lillian Murray
Carter L Snow

Honors
Daniel B Bachmann
Tierney L Creighton
Aidan M Lawton
Griffin R Ritzo
NH-Rockingham County

Rye

Salem

**Highest Honors**

- Paul F Antonietti
- Tyler R Bernard
- Joseph B Bodenrader
- Philip M Breton
- Justin F Choquette
- Alyssa R Collette
- Valerie J Davis
- Kaitryn J Hinchey
- Brendan A Jarzyniecki
- Nina Lira
- Devin A Mack
- Lily C Medeiros
- Kiara Muca
- Sophia C St. Jacques

**High Honors**

- Jirias W Charabati
- Briana L Demers
- Megan E Frank
- Owen M Gormley
- Blake A Harvey
- Nolan J Harvey
- Grace A Higgins
- Aidan Holland
- Erick T Hoover
- Olivia E Lacey
- Cameron K Lacroix
- Ashley M LaPlante
- Serena E Martinath
- Bailey C Nickerson
- Christopher J Nippert
- Brenna R Niziak
- Ryley K O'Brien
- Gabriella M Palermo
- Alana K Richard
- Nathan J Spires
- Nicholas W Spires
- Kate F Vachon
- Carson R Wante
NH-Rockingham County

Salem

High Honors

Honors
- Shannon R Abbey
- Christine Aboujaoude
- Melanie R Baillargeon
- Kimberly G Beutler
- Tanya R Cabral
- Alexis J Rowbotham
- Athena A Sharpe
- Adam M Smith
- Grace E Sorenson
- Michael E Sullivan
- Alexander M Tarczon

Sandown

Highest Honors
- Lindsey A Broadhurst
- Mia Cotroneo
- Aidan J Fisher
- Faith Frye
- Samantha J Hamilton
- Madison Hardy

High Honors
- Isabelle C Alexander
- Emily M Beaudet
- Owen P Bower
- Taylor D Donovan
- Grace M Duff
- Timothy R LaPorte
- Jessica M Roberts
- Galen R Walton

Honors
- Dale M Lavoie

Seabrook
NH-Rockingham County

Seabrook

Highest Honors
Seth N Chevalier
Lauren N Fowler
Anthony G LiPetri
Savanah N Sigman
Brooke J Walsh

High Honors
Andrew J Litcofsky
Rori A Reed
Alyssa M Regan

Honors
Jeffrey J Modlish

Stratham

Highest Honors
Cameron S Allen
Hunter M Arbo
Meredith Baron
Haley E Brown
Jacob T Buban
Georgia E Bunnell
Matthew C Eaton
Jeffrey W Edwards
Rylee E Hoyt
Tyler J Johnson
Maeve C Joyce
Maggie S Joyce
Liam Kersten-Guiler
Avery E Ladd
Bryn H Larkin
Sophie S Ropp
Aladia B Ruiz

High Honors
Madison E Andrada
Hana N Baker
Sarah E Boisvert
Sebastian N Casey
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Stratham

High Honors

Jaedon M Cliche
Hannah L Cloutier
Jacob M Copp
Dominic F Fooa
Jack W Gillis
Maddockna T Glass
Adam J Gray
Grace M Jordan
Alexandra L Kelley
Eleanor O Landry
Anna Madden
Ethan T Pollet
Griffin B Richards
Brynn E Roberts
Drew L Stetson
Christin R Sullivan
Charlotte J Thomas
Stephan R Toth

Honors

Madison E Bernard
Gavin A Cieplik
Jordyn P Greenberg
Dana Litzelman
Ethan T O’Keefe
Faith A Rzepa
Anna R Scheifele
Bode J Shoukimas

Windham

Highest Honors

Andrew P Abirached
Joseph G Blair
Killian S Cowan
Christina M DePamphilis
Riley R Desmarais
Madison T Furnari
Amilia L Johnston
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Windham

Highest Honors

Owen A Larouco
Caroline M LeBlanc
Abigail M Lebsack
Samuel L Marsh
Alexander W Mitchell
Kathleen Potter
Amy Prendergast
Brooke E Rafter
Corinne E Richard
Meredith M Richard
Mia Saucedo
Sara J Soti
Marc P Tausanovitch
Paul A Wrampe

High Honors

Nicholas C Alborghetti
Rachel E Allanach
Amanda C Bozzi
Lauren T Burns
Kelley Burzlaff
Eric D Carter
Thomas J Cortese
Jack I Duffin
Abigail P Harris
Carolyn G Hoadley
Sarah E Howard
Olivia B McCarter
Isabella D Pellegrini
Amanda Pirani
Willem D Shattuck
Joseph L Shields
Themis N Splagounias

Honors

Jeffrey N Andon
Kayla M Bateman
Charles D Breen
Cameron J Burns
Catherine G Caruso
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Windham

Honors

  Jack P Flanagan
  Richard T Folsom
  Devon K Hamilton
  Alicia Hanlon
  Stefanie C Kistler
  Alex Li
  Cameron J Matthews
  Mason Simione